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For over a decade, legal scholar Lea VanderVelde has been building and examining a collection of more than 300 newly discovered freedom suits in St. Louis. In Redemption Songs, VanderVelde
describes twelve of these never-before analyzed cases in close detail. Through these remarkable accounts, she takes readers beyond the narrative of the Dred Scott case to weave a diverse
tapestry of freedom suits and slave lives on the frontier.
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Redemption Songs: Suing for Freedom before Dred Scott Lea VanderVelde Abstract. The Dred Scott case is the most notorious example of slaves suing for freedom. Most examinations of the case
focus on its notorious verdict, and the repercussions that the decision set off—especially the worsening of the sectional crisis that would eventually lead ...
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Redemption Songs: Suing for Freedom before Dred Scott, Lea VanderVelde's deeply researched and fascinating discussion of freedom suits filed in St. Louis, Missouri, in the nineteenth
century, suggests that enslaved people's attempts in this area to use law to gain their freedom were more common than historians and legal scholars have imagined.
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Redemption Songs Suing for Freedom before Dred Scott Lea VanderVelde. A groundbreaking look at the world of slavery just before its fall, including a revolutionary interpretation of the
Dred Scott decision; Based on never-before analyzed evidence that the author personally uncovered
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Redemption Songs: Suing for Freedom before Dred Scott. Book Reviews. Alfred L. Brophy, Slaves as Plantiffs Michigan Law Review. Annette Gordon-Reed, Harvard Law School. Margaret M. Russell,
California Lawyer. Martha S. Jones, University of Michigan. More data on the St. Louis Freedom Suits. Many of the litigants in the freedom suits were family ...
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On the final page of Redemption Songs, the author refers to the law permitting slaves to sue for their freedom as a "remarkable Missouri statute" (210). Yet every state in the Upper South
as well as some in the Lower South, including Louisiana, passed similar statutes that permitted African Americans to sue for their freedom under certain circumstances.
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illustrations ; 25 cm Notes Includes bibliographical references (pages 211-287) and index. Contents
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